The topic of the research: Berlin period in Alexi Tolstoy's writings (analytical study – the satire in the writings of this era)

The importance of this research lies in the role of the silver age and its affect in Alexi Tolstoy's writings, this is in one hand, and in the rarity of studies about his writings, on the other hand. Therefore, it is necessary to study his writings in the regard of poetic and the literary aesthetic in his life which was Berlin period.

We analyze the satirical aspect in all Alexi Tolstoy's writings (issued in Berlin) in order to fulfill this study from all aspects because this is considered the period of the struggle and psychological tension for the writer. The thesis is divided into two chapters: first chapter – the satirical analytic in the structure of (Aleta) novel, and second chapter – the role of satire in the form and structure of the stories in the period of Berlin.